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Zodiac Starforce: By the Power of Astra
When Freshers' Flu strikes the dorm, no one gets off easy. Daisy enters a one-sided relationship with an off-brand Polish
cold cure given to her by Ed Gemmell, Susan is forced into nicotine withdrawal, and Esther becomes incapable of
distinguishing fever dreams from reality. Death stalks the dorm halls by night!

The Prince and the Dressmaker
"Garber’s gorgeous novel combines the wonder of a Hogwarts-style magic school with the Twilight-esque dynamics of a
hidden magical species that has strict rules about interacting with the human world." - BOOKLIST (Starred Review) Some
people ARE illegal. Lobizonas do NOT exist. Both of these statements are false. Manuela Azul has been crammed into an
existence that feels too small for her. As an undocumented immigrant who's on the run from her father's Argentine crimefamily, Manu is confined to a small apartment and a small life in Miami, Florida. Until Manu's protective bubble is shattered.
Her surrogate grandmother is attacked, lifelong lies are exposed, and her mother is arrested by ICE. Without a home,
without answers, and finally without shackles, Manu investigates the only clue she has about her past—a mysterious "Z"
emblem—which leads her to a secret world buried within our own. A world connected to her dead father and his criminal
past. A world straight out of Argentine folklore, where the seventh consecutive daughter is born a bruja and the seventh
consecutive son is a lobizón, a werewolf. A world where her unusual eyes allow her to belong. As Manu uncovers her own
story and traces her real heritage all the way back to a cursed city in Argentina, she learns it's not just her U.S. residency
that's illegal. . . .it’s her entire existence. “With vivid characters that take on a life of their own, beautiful details that peel
back the curtain on Romina's Argentinian heritage, and cutting prose Romina Garber crafts a timely tale of identity and
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adventure.”–Tomi Adeyemi New York Times bestselling author of Children of Blood and Bone

Moonstruck Vol. 3: Troubled Waters
Steve Orlando (Supergirl: Rebirth, Midnighter) brings us his only original series of 2016, a gripping story about the nature of
identity. Once every seven years, Earth overlaps with Ektae, a world where alchemy is not pseudo-science but the driving
force of industry. For seven days, Ektae breaches our world, bringing dirty magic and ideas. Jordan Molossus was born of
Earth and Ektae and abandoned by both, but when he receives two cast iron urns containing his estranged fathers' ashes,
he'll leave everything behind to put his parents to rest before Ektae disappears for another seven years.

A Midsummer-night's Dream
Perpetually down on their luck, Kim Quatro and Kim Dantzler are two best friends doing their best to get by as
interdimensional bounty hunters.

Princeless: Raven: The Pirate Princess
Alison Wilgus's Chronin Volume 1: The Knife at Your Back: is an action-packed, time travel adventure--first in a graphic
novel duology. Her name is Mirai Yoshida. She was not born in Japan. She is not supposed to be in 1864. But, through a timetravel mishap, Mirai is stuck with no way out. Help may be found when she befriends Hatsu, a humble tea mistress
harboring a dangerous secret. Yet time is running short for the entire nation, because Mirai knows that the shogunate is
about to fall. Learning the way of the sword might be her only path towards survival. “Lush historical setting, deft
storytelling, and an ear for sharp dialogue.” — Ethan Young, Eisner and Harvey Award-nominated author of Nanjing: The
Burning City “A fascinating, intricate story.” — Tony Cliff, author of Delilah Dirk series At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Princess Princess Ever After
2018 Chicago Public Library Best Books of the Year - Teen Graphic Novels Part-time grim reaper. Full-time cutie! Like most
university students, Kim works a part-time job to make ends meet. Unlike most university students, Kim's job is pretty cool:
she's a grim reaper, tasked with guiding souls into the afterlife. Like most university students, Becka has a super intense
crush. Unlike most university students, Becka's crush is on a beautiful gothic angel that frequents the underworld. Of
course, she doesn't know that. Unaware of the ghoulish drama she's about to step into, Becka finally gathers up the
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courage to ask Kim on a date! But when she falls into a ghostly portal and interrupts Kim at her job, she sets off a chain of
events that will pit the two of them against angry cat-dads, vengeful zombies, and perhaps even the underworld itself. But
if they work together, they just might make it and maybe even get a smooch in the bargain. Don't miss the sequel, Kim
Reaper: Vampire Island !

Rock and Riot
In thirteen-year-old Aster's family, all the girls are raised to be witches, while boys grow up to be shapeshifters. Anyone who
dares cross those lines is exiled. Unfortunately for Aster, he still hasn't shifted . . . and he's still fascinated by witchery, no
matter how forbidden it might be. When a mysterious danger threatens the other boys, Aster knows he can help -- as a
witch. It will take the encouragement of a new friend, the non-magical and non-conforming Charlie, to convince Aster to try
practicing his skills. And it will require even more courage to save his family . . . and be truly himself.

The Avant-Guards #1
LUNELLA LAFAYETTE is a preteen super genius who wants to change the world-but learned the hard way that it takes MORE
than just big brains. Fearful of the monstrous INHUMAN genes inside her, life is turned upside down when a savage, redscaled tyrant is teleported from prehistoric past to a far-flung future we call TODAY. The pair are many things, and together
the most amazing Marvel Team-Up. Collects MOON GIRL AND DEVIL DINOSAUR #1-6.

Afar
A 2019 New York Public Library Best Books for Kids A 2020 Tayshas Reading List Selection A 2020 Maverick Graphic Novel
Reading List Selection Mads is pretty happy with her life. She goes to church with her family, and minor league baseball
games with her dad. She goofs off with her best friend Cat, and has thus far managed to avoid getting kissed by Adam, the
boy next door. It's everything she hoped high school would be until all of a sudden, it's not. Her dad is hiding something
big—so big it could tear her family apart. And that’s just the beginning of her problems: Mads is starting to figure out that
she doesn't want to kiss Adam because the only person she wants to kiss is Cat. Kiss Number 8, a graphic novel from writer
Colleen AF Venable and illustrator Ellen T. Crenshaw, is a layered, funny, sharp-edged story of teen sexuality and family
secrets.

The Wicked + The Divine Vol. 9: "Okay"
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Bingo Love Ogn
FINAL STORY ARC! After five years, we reach the final volume. We do not go gentle into that good night, but go driving a
converted tank, covered in glitter and spangles, with a sound system audible from Mars blaring nothing but bangers. Gods,
pop stars, an ending. WeÕll miss you. Collects THE WICKED +THE DIVINE #40-45

Luisa - Now and Then
Evil forces are at play in this spellbinding continuation of the USA Today bestselling Crossbreed series. Transporting goods
is part of the job, but when Keystone accepts the daunting task of moving precious cargo, the team splits up. Raven has
orders to follow, but Christian's seductive ways draw out her violent soul. Their journey is dangerous, their enemies
ruthless, and one misstep could prove fatal. When one team member mysteriously vanishes, the rest must choose between
cutting their losses in the face of chaos or seeing it through to the bitter end. Will Keystone have the fortitude to complete
the mission, or will they fall like dominoes? United they stand, divided they fall. Begin the series with KEYSTONE. Keywords:
vampires, mages, paranormal, supernatural, shifters, wolves, romance, paranormal romance, secrets, mystery, magic,
modern magic, alpha male, sexy, brotherhood, strong woman, ghosts, psychic, sensors, tracker, bounty hunter, villains,
sleuth, series, demons, devils, swords, sorcery, daggers, spell, adventure, journey, action, hybrids, werewolves, werewolf,
curse, enchantment, castle, mercenary, rogues, assassins, kidnap, transformed, steamy, slow love story, tattoo, hunters,
dark, fantasy, raven, special powers, snarky, banter, chemistry, humor, sidekicks, series, urban fantasy, tattoo, bikers,
father, train, misfits, protectors

In Real Life
A bisexual, polyamorous love story for the modern era. Hazel is already in a happy relationship when she meets Argent, a
woman who works as a dominatrix, but is sweet and tender outside the bedroom. How will she negotiate this new romance
with her boyfriend back home? And what about his other girlfriend? Sugar Town is a fun, colorful comic about a young
woman's journey through the delights and disappointments of multiple lovers.

Spell on Wheels
Anda loves Coarsegold Online, the massively-multiplayer role playing game that she spends most of her free time on. It's a
place where she can be a leader, a fighter, a hero. It's a place where she can meet people from all over the world, and
make friends. Gaming is, for Anda, entirely a good thing. But things become a lot more complicated when Anda befriends a
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gold farmer -- a poor Chinese kid whose avatar in the game illegally collects valuable objects and then sells them to players
from developed countries with money to burn. This behavior is strictly against the rules in Coarsegold, but Anda soon
comes to realize that questions of right and wrong are a lot less straightforward when a real person's real livelihood is at
stake. From acclaimed teen author Cory Doctorow and rising star cartoonist Jen Wang, In Real Life is a sensitive, thoughtful
look at adolescence, gaming, poverty, and culture-clash. This title has common Core connections. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Diablo Lake: Protected
Spring comes to the supernatural town of Blitheton, which can only mean one thing: it's time for the annual Mermaid
Festival! Werewolf barista Julie meets one of her girlfriend Selena's friends, but as per usual, things take a turn for the
worst. Why does everything seem to go wrong for Julie and Selena? Is the universe conspiring against them, or is it
something more sinister? More importantly, will their relationship survive once it starts taking on water? The third chapter
of the popular, all-ages magical adventure from Lumberjanes creator GRACE ELLIS and talented newcomer SHAE BEAGLE.
Praise for MOONSTRUCK: “A real treat.” —NYLON magazine “A lush and welcoming world, brimming with inclusivity.”
—Entertainment Weekly “Like with Goldie Vance, Misfits, and Kim and Kim, I smiled through the entire reading.” —Tor.com
“Jokes, magic, LGBTQ characters, and gorgeous artwork, this series has easy appeal for fans of fantasy romance.”
—Booklist, starred review “Presents a creative way to talk about ‘otherness’ and self-acceptance… It’s really fun.” —Amy
Poehler’s Smart Girls “Ludicrously pretty, enormously heart-warming; don't myth it.” —Kieron Gillen “That freshly served
QPOC magic we’ve been craving.” —Black Nerd Problems “A light-hearted twist on mythical monsters that is rooted in
relatable personal dramedy.” —The Onion's AV Club “An unusual romantic comedy…a good reminder comics are more than
guys in tights.” —Uproxx

Diablo Lake: Moonstruck
At 32, Luisa encounters her 15-year-old self in this sentimental and bold story about self-acceptance and sexuality.

Motor Crush Vol. 2
When Hazel Johnson and Mari McCray met at church bingo in 1963, it was love at first sight. Forced apart by their families
and society, Hazel and Mari both married young men and had families. Decades later, now in their mid-Í60s, Hazel and Mari
reunite again at a church bingo hall. Realizing their love for each other is still alive, what these grandmothers do next takes
absolute strength and courage. From TEE FRANKLIN (NAILBITERÍs ñTHE OUTFIT,î Love is Love) and JENN ST-ONGE (Jem and
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The Misfits), BINGO LOVE is a touching story of love, family, and resiliency that spans over 60 years.

Ghosted in L.A. #1
Paris, at the dawn of the modern age: Prince Sebastian is looking for a bride—or rather, his parents are looking for one for
him. Sebastian is too busy hiding his secret life from everyone. At night he puts on daring dresses and takes Paris by storm
as the fabulous Lady Crystallia—the hottest fashion icon in the world capital of fashion! Sebastian’s secret weapon (and
best friend) is the brilliant dressmaker Frances—one of only two people who know the truth: sometimes this boy wears
dresses. But Frances dreams of greatness, and being someone’s secret weapon means being a secret. Forever. How long
can Frances defer her dreams to protect a friend? Jen Wang weaves an exuberantly romantic tale of identity, young love,
art, and family. A fairy tale for any age, The Prince and the Dressmaker will steal your heart.

Moonstruck Madness
Introducing an extraordinary new voice---a magical debut that will make your skin tingle, your eyes glisten . . .and your
heart sing.

Lumberjanes Vol. 1
After losing her job at the library, Celeste Walden starts working at the haunting Logan Museum as an archivist. But the job
may not be the second chance she was hoping for, and she finds herself confronting her mental health, her relationships,
and before long, her grasp on reality as she begins to dream of a young woman she's never met, but feels strangely drawn
to. Especially after she asks Cel for help… As Cel attempts to learn more about the woman, she begins losing time,
misplacing things, passing out—the job is becoming dangerous, but she can't let go of this mysterious woman. Who is she?
Why is she so fixated on Cel? And does Cel have the power to save her when she's still trying to save herself?

Moon Girl and Devil Dinosaur Vol. 1
New York Times bestselling author Lauren Dane welcomes you back to Diablo Lake, Tennessee: a town founded by witches,
governed by werewolves and full of secrets Tensions are building in Diablo Lake as the two main rival Packs vie for control,
and the town is divided along lines of Pack loyalty. Aimee Benton and Mac Pembry are on opposite sides and he seems to
find excuses to spar with her daily. He's infuriating—not to mention charming, gorgeous and oh-so-lickable. Mac can't resist
pushing Aimee's buttons. She's always been incredibly sexy, and the wolf in him craves a female with fire in her belly. When
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a heated argument ends with a sizzling kiss and Mac gets a taste of her, he craves more—and she can't seem to get
enough of him, either. The forbidden nature of their attraction stokes their desires until they're secretly hooking up
whenever they can. But then Mac's clan goes too far, and Aimee shuts him out. She's hurt and angry—but that's nothing
compared to the rage Mac is feeling toward his own Pack. A fight is brewing that will plunge the whole town into chaos, and
someone will have to cross Pack lines to keep the town's fragile peace from breaking apart for good. Book two of the Diablo
Lake series This book is approximately 90,000 words

Giant Days #2
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri; color: #000000} span.s1 {font-kerning: none} Rigo is a young
woman of her time: specifically, the time just after the collapse of Earth. After living her whole life on a small space station
orbiting the planet, the cultural norms and rules of her Californian parents are just history to her. In between work shifts at
the station air farm, Rigo explores her own desires, developing openly polyamorous relationships with her friends and
crewmates. When she starts to feel one of those relationships change, however, Rigo must balance her new feelings with
the stability of her other relationships, as well as the hard-earned camaraderie of a small crew floating in the vastness of
space. But, as the ship motto goes, "Honesty keeps us alive."

Heavy Vinyl
In a fantastical post-industrial desert, fifteen-year-old Boetema suddenly develops the ability to astral project to other
planets while she sleeps. When she accidentally gets a young man hurt on a planet light-years away, she must figure out a
way to project back to save him. On her own world, Boetema's two parents have temporarily left her and her thirteen-yearold brother, Inotu, to make a living as salt shepherds. Left to their own devices, the two siblings must flee across a
dangerous desert when Inotu gets into trouble with a threatening cyborg bodyguard. As Boetema visits amazing planets
and encounters vibrant cultures, she must confront her mistakes and learn to trust in Inotu as she navigates her newfound
abilities.

Kim Reaper Vol. 1
Written by Husbands creators Jane Espenson (Buffy the Vampire Slayer) and Brad Bell, this is the comic-book continuation
of the sitcom phenom. Husbands tells the story of famous gay newlyweds Brady and Cheeks, who sparked a media
firestorm when they woke up legally wed after a drunken Vegas weekend. Now, a mystical wedding gift launches the couple
on a series of adventures-a tongue-in-cheek journey through iconic genre realms-filled with obstacles that threaten to tear
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them apart. Follow Brady and Cheeks into a superhero showdown, a fairytale fantasy, a Holmesian mystery, an epic galactic
battle, a madcap high school romp, and a saucy secret-spy thrill ride. Includes bonus "making of" material and a special
introduction.

Archival Quality
Film and TV director Carly Usdin (Suicide Kale) teams up with breakout artist Nina Vakueva (Lilith's Word) for a new series
that’s music to our ears! New Jersey, 1998. Chris has just started the teen dream job: working at Vinyl Mayhem, the local
record store. She's prepared to deal with anything—misogynistic metalheads, grunge wannabes, even a crush on her
wicked cute co-worker, Maggie. But when the staff's favorite singer mysteriously vanishes the night before her band’s show
in town, Chris finds out her co-workers are doing more than just sorting vinyl her local indie record store is also a front for a
teen girl vigilante fight club! Collects the complete limited series.

Kim & Kim Volume 2
Available for the first time in paperback, Princess Princess Ever After is the award-winning, queer graphic novel from Katie
O'Neill, the author of The Tea Dragon Society. 2014 Cybils Awards Finalist 2014 Autostraddle Comic Art Award for Favorite
Graphic Novel 2017 ALA Rainbow Book List Top Ten 2018 Sakura Medal Nominee When the heroic princess Amira rescues
the kind-hearted princess Sadie from her tower prison, neither expects to find a true friend in the bargain. Yet as they
adventure across the kingdom, they discover that they bring out the very best in the other person. They’ll need to join
forces and use all the know-how, kindness, and bravery they have in order to defeat their greatest foe yet: a jealous
sorceress, who wants to get rid of Sadie once and for all. Join Sadie and Amira, two very different princesses with very
different strengths, on their journey to figure out what “happily ever after” really means—and how they can find it with
each other. Don't miss Katie O'Neill's next queer fantasy, The Tea Dragon Society, in stores now!

Sugar Town
Werewolf barista Julie and her new girlfriend go on a date to a close-up magic show, but all heck breaks loose when the
magician casts a horrible spell on their friend Chet. Now it's up to the team of mythical pals to stop the illicit illusionist
before it's too late. The first chapter of the brand-new, all-ages, magical, coffee-laden adventure from Lumberjanes creator
GRACE ELLIS and talented newcomer SHAE BEAGLE.

Namesake
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Kate Leth and Megan Levens team up for a magical new series! Spell on Wheels! Three young witches head out on an east
coast road trip to retrieve their stolen belongings and track down the mysterious thief before he can do any damage to--or
with--their possessions. This trade paperback collects the first 5 issues of Spell on Wheels.

Kiss Number 8
With all the fashion and quirks of the 50's comes the vintage queer love story that you've never heard before. Rock and Riot
follows the tales of teenage delinquents learning about gender and sexual orientations while still maintaining their fabulous
hair. This is the second installment in the Rock and Riot series

Open Earth
They're an elite group of teenage girls with magical powers who have sworn to protect our planet against dark creatures . . .
as long as they can get out of class! Known as the Zodiac Starforce, these high-school girls aren't just combating math
tests. They're also battling monsters--not your typical afterschool activity! But when an evil force from another dimension
infects team leader Emma, she must work with her team of magically powered friends to save herself--and the world--from
the evil Diana and her mean-girl minions! From Kevin Panetta (Bravest Warriors) and Paulina Ganucheau (TMNT: New
Animated Adventures, Bravest Warriors), this super-fun and heartfelt story of growing up and friendship--with plenty of
magical-girl fighting action--delivers the most exciting new ensemble cast in comics! Collects Zodiac Starforce #1-#4

Husbands
The acclaimed sci-fi action-adventure series MOTOR CRUSH is back for another heat! Two years have passed in Nova
Honda, the racing capital of the world, and for Domino Swift, everything has turned upside down. How does she fit in a
world without Crush? Collects MOTOR CRUSH #6-11

Chronin Volume 1: The Knife at Your Back
"The plot has imaginative twists and turns, and the backgrounds are lush and evocative. It's good, satisfying fun."
-Publishers Weekly She's one thing by day, something else altogether by night After escaping the slaughter of her clan at a
young age, Scottish noblewoman Sabrina Verrick provides for her siblings by living a double life, until the night she
encounters the Duke, and her secret and all she holds dear is threatened He's so disillusioned, he's completely vulnerable
With his inheritance at stake, Lucien, Duke of Camareigh, sets a trap for the Scottish beauty with the piercing violet eyes,
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never imagining what will happen when the trap is sprung As their lives become irreversibly entangled, Lucien and Sabrina
become each other's biggest threat, as well as their only salvation Praise for Laurie McBain: "Ms. McBain's flare for the
romantic intermingled with suspense will keep the reader riveted to the story until the last page." -Affaire de Coeur "Vivid
sense of description, colorful characters I found myself happily lost in the magnificence of the storytelling." -Los Angeles
Herald Examiner Dominick Trilogy: Moonstruck Madness Chance the Winds of Fortune Dark Before the Rising Storm

A Snicker of Magic (Scholastic Gold)
In Los Angeles, finding an apartment is killer—unless you live with the dead. Rycroft Manor may be old. It may be
abandoned. It may even be haunted. But Daphne Walters doesn’t care about any of that—it has a pool and the rent is free
New to LA, coming off of a bad breakup and having a pretty terrible week, Daphne might need to crash on this haunted
couch for a while, but having undead roommates might be more than she bargained for! Will the dead be able to help
Daphne find the life she’s been missing in the big city? From GLAAD Award-nominated Sina Grace (Iceman) and illustrator
Siobhan Keenan (Clueless, Jem and the Holograms) comes a story about learning how to make friends, find love, and live to
the fullest with a little help from some friends whose lives didn't end at death.

Mooncakes
When unusual powers kindle inside them, Conner, Lexa, and Melanie discover that their teachers are powerful magi too and
the students are exhilarated to add fighting evil to their daily classes--until the dark forces of the Umbra kidnap Melanie's
young sister as part of a grotesque experiment.

Moonstruck (Crossbreed Series: Book 7)
Welcome to the Georgia O’Keeffe College of Arts and Subtle Dramatics, an historically all-female school whose population is
decidedly more drama geek than jock. Liv, aspiring actor and basketball enthusiast, doesn’t understand why she can’t be
both, but she seems alone in that beliefuntil Charlie. Charlie is a recent transfer, a star basketball player, and the answer to
all of Liv’s problems. She’ll stop at nothing to get Charlie to join the ragtag group of misfits that make up their fledgling
basketball team. Carly Usdin (Heavy Vinyl) and Noah Hayes (Goldie Vance) present a touching tale about finding what
you’re looking for on and off the court.

The Kindling
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Fresh off her adventures in the pages of Princeless, Raven is ready to set out on her quest for revenge against her brothers.
They've stolen everything that should be hers and now she's going to get it back. But first, she needs a crew. Share the
laughs, action, and adventure as Raven assembles the fearless crew of awesome ladies who will help her get her revenge.

The Witch Boy
Five best friends are spending the summer together and they won't let any magical quest or supernatural critters get in
their way.

Lobizona
From the award-winning author of Princess Princess Ever After comes The Tea Dragon Society, a charming all-ages book
that follows the story of Greta, a blacksmith apprentice, and the people she meets as she becomes entwined in the
enchanting world of tea dragons. After discovering a lost tea dragon in the marketplace, Greta learns about the dying art
form of tea dragon care-taking from the kind tea shop owners, Hesekiel and Erik. As she befriends them and their shy ward,
Minette, Greta sees how the craft enriches their lives--and eventually her own.

The Tea Dragon Society
"This sweet, spellbinding story will appeal to fans of magic and romance." — School Library Journal (starred review) A story
of love and demons, family and witchcraft. Nova Huang knows more about magic than your average teen witch. She works
at her grandmothers’ bookshop, where she helps them loan out spell books and investigate any supernatural occurrences in
their New England town. One fateful night, she follows reports of a white wolf into the woods, and she comes across the
unexpected: her childhood crush, Tam Lang, battling a horse demon in the woods. As a werewolf, Tam has been wandering
from place to place for years, unable to call any townhome. Pursued by dark forces eager to claim the magic of wolves and
out of options, Tam turns to Nova for help. Their latent feelings are rekindled against the backdrop of witchcraft, untested
magic, occult rituals, and family ties both new and old in this enchanting tale of self-discovery.

Moonstruck Vol. 1: Magic To Brew
In Diablo Lake, Tennessee, a town populated by werewolves, witches and more, magic woven deep into the earth protects
the town's secrets from outsiders. Katie Grady left Diablo Lake to get over a humiliating breakup. But her family needs her
help, so she's back, in a sublet right across the hall from the guy she's lusted after for years. Jace Dooley is hotter than
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ever, and their friendship picks up along with massive doses of grown-up chemistry. The very scent of Katie sharpens Jace's
canines, makes the wolf within him stir. There's nothing more alluring to a Pack Alpha than a sexy female who is so very in
charge. She won't be coddled, but if he plays his hand just right she might be convinced to become his. Katie presents a
challenge to Jace's wolf nature, whose chief instinct is to protect. Especially now that she's coming into the magic that is her
birthright—and suddenly Jace isn't the only one who's interested in Katie or the raw power she's just learning to use.
Editor's Note: The story continues in Diablo Lake: Protected, available soon! One-click with confidence. This title is part of
the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you're looking for with an HEA/HFN. It's a promise!
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